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Direct To Rust Primer

Gun Setups
See manufacturers suggestions
 :Common User Suggestions
 .Accusspray 1.8 is the only gun we have found so far that does not require reduction for the tip size
                                  All other guns at 1.8 should be reduced 5% or 4:1:5 or 4:1:1
A 2.0 or larger tip is recommended for unreduced. Can be reduced at 4:1:2 for sealer

                                

Component                                           Volume

    HP-5311                        Primer                       4
        HH-3100                       Hardener                   1
HR-1360/1370/1380     Reducer               as needed
65%

In the restoration industry it has always been a concern of getting a car into primer as soon
 as possible after blasting so that it doesn't rust. While that is true HP-5311 has been a game
 changer. No longer do you have to worry about unseen surface rust coming through a year
 after a car has been finished. Unlike most primers, HP-5311 actually has rust encapsulating
 properties. With its ultra high solids content it only takes 3 coats of unreduced primer to lock
 down rust completely where it will never come back through. Even ff you don't have any rust
 this primer is still an excellent choice for a good foundation. It is a true DTM primer and

 doesn't require an epoxy for proper adhesion. HP-5311 is black in color and while it dries fastdoesn't require an epoxy for proper adhesion. HP-5311 is black in color and while it dries fast
    and hard it is extremely easy to sand
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Dry Times
Air Dry at 70° 1 1/2 hours
DO NOT BAKE
Finish Sanding
  After 1 1/2 hour dry time finish sand with P180-P320 grit before applying more primer
or P500-P600 grit before applying basecoat.If applying sealer sand with P320-P500
RecoatRecoat
Do not apply more primer after 1 hour without sanding

Application
See manufacturers suggestions
  Can be applied over properly sanded and cleaned steel or aluminum. Apply over filler
  .sanded with 80 grit or finer. Do NOT use any metal prep or OSPHO under this product
  It will cause failure. This is a true direct to metal primer.  Apply HP series primer and allow
  to flash 10-15 minutes betwen coats. When applying over rust be sure to remove as much
  as possible before applying primer. Although it has been proven to lock down the most severeas possible before applying primer. Although it has been proven to lock down the most severe
 .cases of rust, it is recommended to eleminate as much as possible for the longest lasting results
                                                                                                                                                                
 Siphon Feed: 35-45 psi at the gun 45-55 psi at the gun Gravity Feed: 30-40 psi at the gun 45-55 psi at the
gunHVLP 8-10 psi at the gun 8-10 psi at the gun
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